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How can we prove that we are anxiously awaiting Moshiach?

By learning the Laws of Moshiach’s Times: The Chofetz Chaim arranged that 
his Kollel would learn the laws of Karbonos.

One of his students didn’t want to learn these laws, instead he wanted to 
learn other laws… The Chofetz Chaim told him, “You are a Kohein, what will 
you do if Moshiach comes tomorrow, and asks you to bring his Korban? How 
will you know what to do if you didn’t learn these laws?

By learning these laws, we prove to Hashem that we are anxiously awaiting 
Moshiach’s arrival- today!

By Demanding Moshiach! True and sincere awaiting is proven by what is 
done to achieve it. For something truly desired and awaited, one will ask, beg, 
demand, and do everything possible to attain it. The same applies to awaiting 
Moshiach.

Hashem insists that we prove the sincerity of our claim to want Moshiach by 
doing everything in our power to bring it about, including storming the gates 
of Shamayim with demands for the geulah: “Bnei Yirsoel shall not be 
redeemed until they will confess and demand the Kingdom of Shamayim, the 
Kingdom of the ‘Beis Dovid’, and the Beis Hamikdash!” (Beis Yosef on Tur-
Orach Chayim c. 188)

Like a Hired Worker: We daven for the geulah several times every day. Even 
so, requesting by itself is not enough. The Chofetz Chaim writes, “Several 
times a day we ask for geulah, but asking alone is not enough. One must 
demand the geulah, just as a hired worker demands his salary, because if the 
worker does not demand his wages, according to halacha, his employer is 
not obligated to pay him on the very day that he completes his work. (Baba 
Metzia 9:12-111a)

So, too, we must demand our geulah. Failure to do so shows that this matter 
is clearly not that urgent for us!



It says in the Zohar that the first and second Batei 
Mikdashos were build by man, therefore they did not 
last forever. The third Beis HaMikdash is different 
because it is built by Hashem and therefore will last 
forever. Hashem builds the third Beis HaMikdash with 
our good deeds of Torah and Mitzvos throughout the 
Golus. Every Mitzvah adds another brick to the walls of 
the third Beis HaMikdash, which is built in shamayim. It 
waits for us to complete the preparations for Moshiach, 
then it will come down to Yerushalayim. 

There is another opinion that says that Moshiach 
himself will build it. They are not contradicting each 
other- both opinions are true! The Midrash relates, that 
when the Beis HaMikdash was destroyed, the doors 
sunk into the ground, and remains hidden there until 
Moshiach will come (speedily in our days). So the third 
Beis HaMikdash  will come from Hashem. But 
Moshiach himself will put up these doors. Could a 
house without doors be considered a true house? Of 
course not! So, by Moshiach putting up the doors it is 
actually considered as if he built the entire Beis 
HaMikdash. 

Beseech Hashem to Hasten Moshiach’s Coming: 
When our ancestors cried out to Hashem and begged 
for Geulah, they were redeemed from Mitzrayim. We 
too, must beg and daven to Hashem, asking Him to 
speedily send us Moshiach and bring Geulah- for 
every day in Golus is a wasted opportunity. 

Did you know that on an average day we mention 
Geulah 70 times in our daily tefilos? When we show 
Hashem that we really mean what we say, he will 
respond. We have to ask Hashem “  until 
when?!”

The Last Saw: A great Tzadik once told the following mashal 
as an example. “There was once a rich and powerful king 
who had many beautiful gardens surrounding his huge, 
magnificent palace. The king loved to stroll through the 
gardens and look at the beautiful flowers and trees. There 
was on thing, however, which upset the king very much; 
right in the center of one of the gardens stood a tremendous, 
ugly tree. It was old and dry with roots sticking out on every 
side, and it detracted from the beauty of the garden. The 
king had already tried a number of times to have the royal 
gardeners chop it down, but they had not been able to do it- 
the tree was simply too thick. 

One day the king had a wonderful idea. He sent messengers 
throughout his kingdom to announce to the people that 
anyone who would succeed in chopping down the huge, 
ugly tree would receive the honor of marrying his daughter, 
the princess. 

Strong men came from far and wide with all kinds of axes. 
They each took their turn in hacking at the tree, but it was 
useless;  not even a dent could be seen on the tree. One day, 
a skinny, little man with a small hammer in his hand arrived 
at the palace gates and said he that he wanted to take a 
swing at the tree. Everyone laughed when they heard this, 
but they let him try, for the king had said that anyone was 
permitted to try.

The little man walked up to the tree, and hit it once with his 
small hammer. Down came the tree, crashing into many 
pieces!

Everyone just stood there in amazement, unable to believe 
what they had seen. After they regained their wits, one of the 
ministers hurried to inform the king of what had taken place. 
The king rushed to the scene, where the little man with the 
hammer was standing next to the fallen tree, a smile on his 
face. 

“How can it be,” asked the king in wonder, “that the 
strongest men in all of my kingdom, using the sharpest axes 
couldn’t even dent the tree, and you- little man- knocked it 
down with a small hammer?!”

“It’s very simple,” answered the little man. “After all the 
mighty blows which the tree received from the strongmen 
and their axes, it was ready to fall down. Although it 
appeared to be as strong and tough as ever, in truth, the only 
thing needed to push it over was one small thing.”

(Application: Our generation must be especially aware of the 
importance of every little mitzvah. One small mitzvah may be 
all that is left to bring Moshiach, after the hard work of all 
previous generations.)

On Giant’s Shoulders: Additionally, the answer could 
also be understood through a different example. In 
general, a giant can see a lot farther than a dwarf.  This 
is when they both stand on the same ground. However, 
perched atop the giant’s shoulders, a dwarf can see even 
farther than the giant. So too, our generation is dwarfed 
in comparison to previous great generations, but having 
inherited all their Torah and Avodah, we stand on their 
shoulders and can reach a higher level than they did. 

What about past sins, are they cumulative too? Unlike 
bad- which once Hashem forgives ceases to exist- 
goodness is eternal and increases from generation to 
generation. Our generation is therefore full with the 
goodness collected over time from the Avos and 
previous generations, but none of their sins. 

Q. Who will build the third Beis HaMikdash? How long will it last?
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Here are many of Judaism’s fundamental beliefs brought forth through 12 
Torah Pesukim and Maamorei Chazal (teachings of the Sages) which are impor-

tant for every child to know and recite each day.

TORAH TZIVAH LONU MOSHE MOROSHOH KEHILAS YAAKOV
“The Torah that Moshe commanded us is the heritage of the congregation of 

Yaakov.” (Deuteronomy 33:4)

B’CHOL DOR VODOR CHAYOV ODOM LEEROS ES ATZMO 
KI-EELOO HOO YOTZO MEE-MITZROYIM

“In every generation one must look upon himself as if he personally had gone 
out of Egypt .” (Pesachim 116b)

V’HEENEI HASHEM NEETZOV OLOV UMELO CHOL HO-ORETZ 
KEVODO UMABIT OLOV UVOCHAIN KLOYOS VOLEIV 

IM OVDO KORO-OOY
“G-d stands over him, and the whole earth is full of His glory, and He searches 

his mind and heart (to see) if he is serving Him as is fitting.”
(Tanya, Chapter 41)

KOL YIS-RO-EL YEISH LO-HEM CHEI-LEK L-O-LAM HA-BOH SHE-NE-
E-MAR V-AMEICH KOO-LAM TZADIKIM, L-O-LAM YIR-SHOO O-RETZ, 

NEIT-ZER MA-TO-AIY MA’A-SEI YO-DYE LE-HIS-PO-EIR
“All Israel have a share in the World To Come, as it is stated (Isaiah 60:21): 
‘And Your people are tzadikkim (righteous).’ They shall inherit the land for-
ever. They are the branch of My planting, the work of My hands, in which 

I take pride.” (Sanhedrin 90a) 

SHEMA YISROEL, AD-DO-NOI ELO-HAI-NOO, AH-DO-NOI ECHOD
“Hear O Israel, G-d is our L-rd, G-d is One.” (Deuteronomy 6:4)

 KEE KOROV AILECHO HADOVOR ME’OD B’FEECHO 
U’VIL’VOVCHO LA’ASOSO

“It is within your close reach to follow the Torah in speech, feeling and deed.” 
(Deuteronomy. 30:14). 

Please check off each box when memorized.
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VE-SHEE-NAN-TOM-LE-VO-NECHO VE-DEE-BAR-TO BOM, BE-
SHIV-TECHO BE-VAI-SE-CHO U-VE-LECH-TECHO VA-DERECH 

U-VE-SHOCH-BECHO U-VE-KU-MECHO
“And you shall teach the Torah to your children, and you should speak 
about it when you are home and when you travel, before you lie down 

to sleep and when you wake up.” (Deuteronomy. 6:7)

VE-O-HAVTO LE-REI-ACHO KO-MO-CHO RA’BI AKIVO OMEIR 
ZEH KLOL GODOL BA-TORAH

Rabbi Akiva says that, “To love your fellow as yourself,” is a great 
basic principle of the Torah. (Leviticus 19:18, Midrash)

YOGATEE VELO MOTZOSEE AL TA’AMIN. LO YOGATEE 
U’MOTZOSEE AL TA’AMIN. YOGATEE U’MOTZOSEE TA’AMIN

If someone says, “I have worked hard, and I have not been 
successful,” don’t believe him. If someone says, “I have not worked 

hard and I have been successful,” don’t believe him. If someone says, 
“I have worked hard, and I have been successful,” believe him!!! 

(Megilla, 6b) 

V’ZEH KOL HO-ODOM V’SACHLIS BREE-OSO U’VREE-AS 
KOL HO-OLOMOS ELYONIM V’SACH-TONIM, LEE-HE-YOS LO 

DEERO ZO BA-TACH-TONIM
The purpose of the creation of every Jew and of all the worlds is to 

make a dwelling place for G-d in this world.” (Tanya, Chapter 33)

BERAISHIS BORO ELO-HIM EIS HA-SHOMAYIM VE-EIS HO-ORETZ
“In the beginning G-d created the heavens and the earth.” (Genesis 1:1)

“The Jews should rejoice in their Maker. Every Jew should share in 
G-d’s joy, Who rejoices and is happy in His dwelling place in 

this world.”  (Tanya, Chapter 33)

YISMACH YISROEL BE-OSOV, PAY-ROOSH SHEKOL MEE SHEHOO 
MI-ZERA YISROEL YESH LO LISMO’ACH B’SIMCHAS HASHEM 

ASHER SOS V’SOMEYACH BE-DEE-RO-SO BE-TACH-TONIM.
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